Introduction.
The random determinants considered here are those whose elements are independent random variables having a common distribution, which is symmetrical about zero and (for convenience only) has unit variance.
They arise naturally in considering the problem of solving large systems of linear equations on an automatic computing machine, and have a bearing on the relation of the machine precision and the order of the largest system which should be tried.
With no further restriction on the common distribution than has been given above, Fortet [1] has determined the second moment to be E(Dl) -n\ (1.1) with D" the nth order determinant in question and E, as usual, the expectation. In §2, the fourth moment is determined for the same general conditions. Also, the sixth moment for which no general formula has been found is given for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and the simpler cases for two kinds of discrete distribution are displayed. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the normal (Laplacian or Gaussian) distribution. Here the moments are unexpectedly simple; indeed £(«*> -»!
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As was first brought to our notice by a reader of an earlier draft, and as has since been stated by Forsythe and Tukey [2] to whom thanks are due for the opportunity of seeing a draft of their paper, this is a consequence of results of S. S. Wilks [4] on the generalized variance. Nevertheless we give our original derivation, which takes only slightly more space, because it leads more easily to the expression of the probability density as an integral of Mellin-Barnes type, from which both series and asymptotic expansions are obtained, and because it seems more natural in this setting. By symmetry, the odd moments of D" are all zero and the probability density, p"(D"), is an even function. The first four probability density functions are, with x = Dn [Vol. XII, No. 2 and for x > 0,
if2 is a Bessel function of the second kind for imaginary argument. The result for p2(x) is well known. 2. Moments-general distribution.
If aa is the element of Z>" in row i, column j, D" may be written as
with (j, , j2, • • • , j") a permutation of (1, 2, • • • n), the sum extending over all possible (n!) permutations, and the sign according to the parity (evenness or oddness) of the permutation.
Then
and it is apparent, because E^aa) = 0, that the only contributions are from terms like flu • • • flL so that E(Dl) = n\ since by convention E{a\,) = 1. For the fourth moment by the same reasoning, contributions are only from terms in IK in which elements appear either two or four times. In the latter case, the contribution of the element to a typical product in Dln is m4 = E(a*,). The corresponding combinatorial problem is that of determining the sum of the weights of all 4 X n rectangles, each row of which is a permutation of numbers 1 to n (the numbers j\ ,j2, • • • j" of (2.1)). The weight of a rectangle is the product of the weights of its n columns. The weight of a column is m4 if the four numbers in it are all alike. The weight is unity if the four numbers are two pairs of like numbers, the numbers in one pair being different from those in the other. The weight is zero for any other combination of four numbers.
Putting the first row in natural order (1, 2, • • • n) we may write
Here, yn is a function of wi4 as well as n, but this need not be indicated explicitly. yn is the total weight of all of the rectangles which have the first row in natural order.
Of several ways we have found to determine yn, the following seems to be the simplest. Consider only the rectangles of non-zero weight and classify them according to the condition of column n. Either four n's are in column n, or just two are there (the other two in some other column). In the first case, the contribution to yn is m4yn_t . In the second case there are three ways of choosing the row for the second n, n -1 ways for choosing the column for the remaining two n's and the contribution may be written Take for z" the rectangles whose (n -l)th and nth columns are n -1, n -1, n, n and n, n, x, x respectively, where x may be any of the numbers 1 to n -1. If x is n -1 the contribution is yn-2 . For each of the remaining n -2 choices of x, it is z"_! ; for element » may be removed and the last two columns coalesced to the single column n -1, n -1, x, x thus repeating the form given above. Hence
Elimination of zn from (2.4) and (2.5) shows that
With the boundary conditions, yx = , y2 = m\ + 3, this completely determines yn . The next two values are: 2/3 = ml + 9 m4 + 6, yi = m\ + 18wii + 24m4 + 45.
Introducing the exponential generating function
it is found by straightforward calculation that, if y0 = 1,.
It is interesting to notice that for m« = 0, this is the exponential generating function for the number of 4 X n rectangles in which each column has exactly two pairs and is also the cube of the corresponding generating function for "rencontres" or sub-factorial numbers. There is also a purely combinatorial interest in the instance m4 = 1. Equation (2.8) leads to the explicit expression for the fourth moment EW = -* + '?i* -* + 2> (». -3)'.
For the sixth moment, we have been able to find only the following special values: These results are verified by the particular distributions given below in Tables I and  II . In the first, the elements of the determinant take the values -1 and +1, each with probability 1/2, so both the variance and ml are unity. In the second, the elements take values -V2, 0, and V2 with probabilities 1/4, 1/2, and 1/4 respectively, and is the probability that a determinant of order n has the value x, and kn is a power of two chosen for convenience of tabulation. Both distributions of course are discrete, the values of x being multiples of 2"_1 and 2"/2, respectively, in the two cases, and symmetrical: p(-x) = p(x). In both cases, as n increases, the density tends to peak at the origin.
3. The average value of an arbitrary function of D" , elements normally distributed. Let F(z) be an arbitrarily assigned function of a real variable z such that the various averages defined below exist. Later on we shall take F(2) to be one or the other of where the vertical bars denote "absolute value of", and x, x + Ax are two fixed real numbers. Let <pn(u) denote the average value (expectation) of F(uD"), so that
where av.i denotes an average taken over the elements , ■ ■ ■ , a," of the first row in Dn , and av.2 an average taken over the remaining elements a21 , -, an" with an , • • •, aln held constant.
This two-stage averaging is for the purpose of building a recurrence, as will appear. Consider. au , • • • , a," to be the components of a vector in n-dimensional Euclidean space and let t[v ■ ■ • , t"' be the components of a unit vector having the same direction. Form a determinant T by taking the components j = 1,2, • • • n, to be the elements of the first column, t"' the elements of the second column, and so on to t',n) where the only restriction on the elements s = 2, 3, • • • n is that they be components of a unit vector perpendicular to the n -1 remaining unit vectors and that their signs be chosen so that the determinant of T be unity. Such a determinant is always possible. The properties of T and the rule for multiplying determinants show that where we take 0 < u < <». Equation ( This equation may also be obtained by transforming the (s -l)/2th moment of Wilks' generalized variance. As in (3.11), the various moments for the probability distribution of D" may be obtained from (3.12) ny setting s = 1, 3, 5, • • • Equation (1.2) is obtained by taking s = 2k + 1, adjusting the fraction in (3.12) to have 2k gamma functions in both numerator and denominator, and using the duplication formula for the gamma function.
Let p"(Z>") denote the probability density of Dn and let F(z) have the form shown in (3.2). The average value of F(uDn) is then the probability that uDn lies between x and x + Ax. When Ax -* 0 this and equation ( Starting with pi(x) = (2x)-1/2 exp (-x2/2), the higher p"(x)'s may be computed in succession. The integrations steadily become more difficult and the work has not been carried beyond the case n = 4 stated in the introduction.
4. An integral for the probability density of Dn . Since p"(Dn) is an even function of This integral is closely related to those given by S. Kullback [3] for the distribution of the generalized variance.
That (4.2) actually gives pn{x) may be verified by induction from the recurrence relation (3.14) for p"(x) (the order of integration may be inverted because both integrals converge absolutely).
A series for p"(x) may be obtained by closing the path of integration in (4.2) on the left by a large semicircle. This has actually been done by Kullback in treating the analogous case for the generalized variance. The complication introduced by the multiple poles is illustrated by the following series for n = 3. It must be remembered that all this assumes x > 0 and that p"(x) is an even function of x. Equation (4.5) shows how p"(x) behaves for small values of x. An asymptotic expression holding for large values of x may be obtained from (4.2) by the method of steepest descent. If we assume for the moment that the appropriate saddle-point s = s0 is far from s = 0, so that the gamma functions may be replaced by their asymptotic expressions, we find that (s0)" = x2. The proper root to use turns out to be s0 = x2/n -(n -l)/2. When we take c = s0 in (4.2), the method of steepest descent gives the following asymptotic expression:
(n-l)/2n-(n'-3n + 4)/4 <»-l) (n-2)/2ñ n""r(i/2)r(2/2) ... r<»/2) exp<4-6>
As a check on (4.6), note that it reduces to the exact forms when n = 1 and 2. As a further check, we note that it satisfies the differential equation (which may be obtained by differentiating (4.2) n times) £:Pn(x) -(-1 Tx2-nVn(x) = 0, (4.7)
